Bengt Hambraeus encouraged me to do so. This was courageous of Bengt, since no one seemed to know much about what Mario planned to do with us. As we got started, I was not even sure Mario knew. There was no apparent educational program, no syllabus or reading list. It seemed that Mario intended to take us on a journey into a process he had been experiencing in his own life. The two pillars of the process were (1) Improvisation on any instruments at hand, and (2) Building some sort of physical sound source to eventually be used in place of the conventional instruments.
There was only one rule of improvisation: continue until Mario could no longer tolerate the result. His declamatory interruptions made it easy to know when the rule was triggered. His style was opinionated and disruptive; his opinions were brilliant and entertaining; his timing seemed designed to put us and keep us off-guard, dependent on intuition over logic; he seemed to hope to induce in us more a sense of balance than any accessible knowledge. He taught us improvisation the way a kid might teach an irritatingly clueless but nonetheless lovable younger cousin how to ride a two-wheeler bicycle: basically, by pushing us forward and picking us up when we fell. He talked or listened, we played; doing preempted discussing.
The sound source designing and building had, relative to the improvisation teaching, a more discernable objective: make something that could eventually be used to play a piece of music. Without ever taking on the weight of theory, one strong principle emerged: the things we built could not be separated from the pieces we would play with them. As we realized this, I came to see that the words "instrument" and "composition" were insufficient. The process embraced a broader exploration. Broader, and more integrated than expected. The improvisational training, it turned out, was not a separate exercise; nor was it a performance technique, a compositional resource, or a form or style. It was an essential tool in the overall project, essential to realizing the potential of the newly built sound sources. How else to know the unknown than by sailing through it as ideas crash on the rocks? How else to meet new adventures than by building an unknown sea? So Mario's plan turned out to be surprisingly simple and ambitious: to teach invention of new musics. Here's something from 1988:
Music Design
The music designer researches the sonic natures of various materials in various formats, designs and constructs sound sources suitable for performances and/or installation, and develops activity interfaces that allow the energies of the players to inform the sound sources.
Typically, I wrote these definitions to introduce audiences and critics to a way of making music that was little known. (The situation is still true, and regret- Though it may not need saying, music too is always present. This is not a research project. Products and theories are not the goal. Music design is not thinking about music, it is making music.
Then Now Next
Demanding active doubt with respect to accepted norms, music design is an ideal way to counter the igno- 
